Jefferson's Policy of Civilization and Assimilation

First, using trading posts run the Indians in huge debt. So much debt that it will be necessary for the tribe to sell off land. Second, send influential representatives of the tribe to Washington to be psychologically overwhelmed by the power and might of United States. Thirdly, offer bribes and personal land allotments to potential "Chiefs" in return for signing away tribal land. (it does not matter if the "Chief" has actual authority to give away tribal land) Fourth, Offer to educate the Indians in American-style agriculture and supply them with tools to farm, that is, if they are willing to sign away their agriculturally fertile lands in the East for arid reservation lands in the West. Fifth, if all else fails, propose to shut down trading posts and even threaten hostile military action. Sixth, Make discrepancies between the written and spoken words. Allow the signers to not necessarily understand what they are signing. Allude to the document as an agreement for the "good will" of future relations.